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Narrative



Plan

Drawing to think and to analyse
CBR
An example /conclusion
What is drawing?

Drawing as a “participatory research method that 
relies on researcher-participant collaboration to 
make meaning of the drawing“ (Mitchell et al 2011: 
20)



«taking a line for a 
walk» (Paul Klee
[1925] 1953)«visual or expressive

‘mark making’» 
(Reason 2018: 49)

Drawing as



Taking a line for a walk
In space
In time
Who’s taking what where
How



Let’s draw something

«There’s something
about drawings and
about our lines that
has a voice»
Lynda Barry

Exercises inspired by Lynda Barry’s workshop: www.openculture.com/2021/03/watch-
cartoonist-lynda-barrys-two-hour-drawing-workshop.html



“For Berger drawing is an activity much older than writing or 
architecture. It is as old as song, that inflection of language. 
Indeed “drawing is as fundamental to the energy that makes us 
human as singing and dancing” (Berger 2007: 106). Drawing he 
adds, has something that painting, sculpture, videos, and 
installations lack – corporeality” (Taussig 2011: 22-23)

“[Drawings] provide a 
welcome pause to the 
writing machine whereby 
another philosophy of 
representation and 
meditation takes over. It is 
nice to walk on two legs 
instead of one” (Taussig 
2011: 30)



“As a ‘draw and talk’ 
methodology, drawing [is a 
process] that constructs a 
specific dynamic between 
researcher, participant and 

the subject/object of enquiry 
that has the potential to 

produce different kinds of 
insights and understandings” 

(Reason 2018: 48-9)

Theodossopoulos (2022)

“A way to “forge new 
knowledge and interact 
with informants in the 
field, creating possibilities 
for intimate and public-
engaged inquiry” (Bayre et 
al. 2016: 7). 



My re-drawn version of Rachel Marie-Crane Williams’s (2012) comic diagram, with 
permission.



Williams (2012) original panel, as reproduced in Kuttner et al. (2017).





Let’s draw



Source: Sassatelli (2021)

"Two principles, I believe, ruled Western painting from the fifteenth to the 
twentieth century. The first asserts the separation between plastic 
representation (which implies resemblance) and linguistic reference (which 
excludes it). By resemblance we demonstrate and speak across difference: 
The two systems can neither merge nor intersect. In one way or another, 
subordination is required” (Foucault 1973: 32).





On tracing  see Michael (2020).



Source: 
Sassatelli 
(2021)

Velásquez stands a little back from his canvas. He’s wishing for some possible. The possible 
which juxtaposition offers, clearing the painter’s lungs and imagination. A leaf on a hand is a 
tree by a little girl. A rabbit by a bush; a duck by a pond. If one knows that illusion one might 
be able to spot a duck-rabbit fish jumping out of the water as well…



Thank you
Forthcoming: Monica Sassatelli, “ Comics, or Narrative 
Drawing”,  chapter in N. Puwar, B.Coleman, K.
Jungnickel (eds) How to do social research with…
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